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I .

The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) has the rank of directly applicable
federal constitutional law in Austria and is therefore formally fully equivalent to the orig-
inal catalogue of fundamental rights in the Austrian Federal Constitution, the Basic Law
of the State on the General Rights of Citizens taken from the 1867 monarchical constitu-
tion. Today the ECHR has a firm place in Austrian high court jurisprudence - though ad-
mittedly only after a lengthy trial period1 - principally, though not exclusively, in the
jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court (Verfassungsgerichtshof = VfGH) that has pri-
mary competence for deciding on infringements of fundamental rights. The VfGH has
displayed almost unreserved readiness to follow the European Commission's and Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights' interpretation of the ECHR and, where necessary, to correct
its rulings accordingly% In fact, several provisions of the ECHR are among the regula-
tions most often cited and applied by the VfGH. One of these is Article 6 of the European
Convention on Human Rights.

Article 6 of the ECHR has raised serious problems for Austria, some of them typical
for a continental European legal system. Back in 196S the VfGH was already expressing
concern for what it saw as the "almost revolutionary" consequences of the Convention,
and sought to limit its impact by issuing restrictive interpretations.3 It gradually re-
treated from this position, especially in the 1980s, under pressure from the Strasbourg
case law and criticism from legal scholars.4 However, in the sensational M inner decision
of 14 October 1987, the VfGH set a limit to the scope of Article 6 and declared that any
broadening of the interpretation would be incompatible with the basic principles of the
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Austrian Federal Constitution.5 Scarcely less momentous was the Apothekerkammer de-
cision handed down on the same day to which the federal constitutional legislature was
forced to react.6

II.

Article 6 of the ECHR guarantees everyone an entitlement to have civil rights and obliga-
tions and criminal charges decided by an independent and impartial court (tribunal) estab-
lished by law. The penal aspect of Article 6 is in conflict with one area of Austrian law,
namely administrative penalties.

In Austria, administrative authorities - in the first instance the district administrative
authorities (Bezirksverwaltungsbehdrden) and in the second instance the offices of the
Lander governments - can, in a precisely regulated procedure, decide whether a regulation
has been infringed and impose fines or even imprisonment.'7 When administering penal-
ties, these administrative authorities are subject to instructions from governmental bod-
ies (federal ministers or Lander governments). Thus, they are not independent within the
meaning of Article 6. Moreover, although decisions of the second instance are subject to
review by the Administrative Court (VwGH), such review is essentially restricted to ques-
tions of law.

To safeguard its administrative penal laws, Austria declared a reservation to the ECHR
stating that the provisions of Article 5 of the Convention (sic) would be applied so as
not to interfere with the measures for the deprivation of liberty prescribed in the laws on
Administrative Procedure, BGB1 1950/172, subject to review by the Administrative Court
and Constitutional Court as provided for in the Austrian Federal Constitution. The Ad-
ministrative Procedure Acts in BGB1 1950/172, however, in fact regulate only the proce-
dures whereby administrative penalties may be imposed; the legal basis for these penal-
ties are laid down in the provisions of offences scattered amongst the various administra-
tive acts. The VfGH has found that it is only through reference to these substantive ad-
ministrative acts that the reservation acquires any meaning at all. This interpretation has
been accepted by the European Commission of Human Rights.8

The fact that the reservation was declared only with respect to Article 5 was no doubt
due to the fact that "criminal charges" under Article 6 were at the time of accession under-
stood as referring only to penal proceedings in court. This was soon perceived to be an
error, therefore both the VfGH and the European Commission of Human Rights extended
the reservation to encompass Article 6.9 The reservation was also extended to pecuniary
penalties. In fact, the VfGH went even further, it applied the reservation to penal proceed-
ings to which the Administrative Procedure Acts of 1950 cited in the reservation were not
even to be applied. Specifically, the VfGH applied the reservation to financial penal
law.10 Thus, in effect, every penalty imposed by an administrative authority and the pro-
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cedure leading thereto was immune from the legal safeguards of Articles S and 6 of the
Convention.

These broad interpretations have, however, been gradually cut back in recent years
due to the impact of growing criticism. For instance, in 1984 the VfGH restricted the
reservation to those areas of administrative penalty law to which the Administrative Pro-
cedure Acts of 19S0 are to be applied.11 Thus, the VfGH removed financial penal law from
the scope of the reservation. Furthermore, in the Apothekerkammer decision of 14
October 1987,12 the VfGH placed disciplinary punishments which are autonomously im-
posed by professional organizations within the scope of Articles 5 and 6.

The VfGH explicitly stated that in areas not covered by the reservation review by the
VwGH was no longer sufficient. The validity of individual charges would have to be de-
cided by a tribunal meeting the criteria of Article 6 in terms of both organizational struc-
ture and the procedures for pronouncing penalties. Thus, the VfGH insisted that the
agency in charge of the decision be granted independence and impartiality in accordance
with the criteria developed in the Strasbourg case law.13

In more recent decisions, the VfGH has further restricted the reservation to offences
which were already part of the Austrian legal system at the time of accession to the
ECHR.14 In the view of the VfGH, this does not exclude new provisions that fit within
the system in force at the time of accession. But the reservation clearly no longer covers
substantially new offences, even where the penalty is to be imposed by a procedure under
the 19S0 Administrative Procedure Acts. Nonetheless, in light of the European Court of
Human Rights' case law pertaining to reservations,15 the Austrian reservation to Article
5 remains questionable even despite the restrictions recently introduced by the VfGH.
Probably the reservation covers only the few offences actually defined in the 1950 Ad-
ministrative Procedure Acts, which means that, in effect, it has lost all meaning in prac-
tice.

The necessity of administrative penal law reforms has, however, been beyond dispute
in Austria for some time. In fact, a push for reform recently led to an amendment to the
Federal Constitution Act due to come into force on 1 January 1991.

The reforms enacted by the constitutional legislature follow the case law of the Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights, specifically the ruling in the Ringeisen case16 which con-
cerned Austria. In Ringeisen, the European Court of Human Rights held that a "tribunal",
foT the purposes of Article 6, may include authorities which, based on the criteria set
forth in the Austrian Federal Constitution (Article 133), essentially constitute adminis-
trative rather than judicial bodies. Such collegial administrative bodies and their mem-
bers must, however, be independent from the executive branch. Civil servants may only
serve in such administrative organs if they are appointed for a period of at least 3 years
and if they are not subject to any instructions from administrative bodies.
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With this as a starting point, an amendment to the Federal Constitution Act of 20
November 198817 created a new type of authority: independent administrative senates.
These senates are to rule on administrative offences, though only once the administrative
stages of appeal have been exhausted. The members of these senates, who are required to
have legal training, are to be appointed by the LSnder governments for at least six years
and it is assumed that they will be recruited largely, if not exclusively, from the civil ser-
vice of the Lander and the federal government Therefore work in these senates will prob-
ably constitute a stage in the career of an administrative officer. Critics are thus doubtful
as to whether these senates will actually be independent

The principle innovation of the November 1988 amendment is that a procedure before
an independent administrative senate has been interposed between the decision of the
highest administrative instance and the VwGH. The administrative senates will not decide
cases in the first instance, but only after the district administrative authority and the of-
fice of the Land government have heard the case.18 At the same time, however, their de-
cisions will not be final. Further appeal to the VwGH against the decision of the adminis-
trative senate will still be possible. The administrative senate's power of review will not,
however, be confined to questions of law as is that of the VwGH. But it is doubtful, at
least in individual cases, whether the taking of evidence can reasonably be carried out
after more than a year; consideration of this issue suggests a potential flaw in the new
pattern.

As previously noted the new arrangements will enter into force on 1 January 1991.
The Austrian reservation regarding Article 5 is expected to be withdrawn on that date.

III.

Having an even greater impact on the Austrian legal system is the part of Article 6 of the
Convention which entitles an individual to have his claims regarding civil rights and
obligations decided by an independent and impartial tribunal. Problems have arisen with
respect to this part of Article 6 due to the European Court of Human Rights' extremely ex-
tensive interpretation of the civil law concept embodied in the ECHR.

The Austrian legal system is - in the tradition of continental European law - charac-
terized by the distinction between private law and public law; the separation between ju-
dicial and administrative authorities and the division of competences among courts and
administrative bodies is based on this distinction. Interpreted in the context of this legal
tradition. Article 6 was initially understood as a guarantee that courts would decide all
matters of civil and penal law; the public-law area (administrative law area) was thought
to be completely unaffected.

For quite a long time, the European Court of Human Rights' broad interpretation of
the civil rights concept, which first emerged in the Ringeisen decision, had no impact on
the Austrian system. As a rule, any decision of an administrative authority affecting indi-
vidual rights was ultimately subject to review by the VwGH. The VfGH considered it
"beyond any doubt that Austria (despite its accession to the ECHR) wished to retain its

It may be provided by statute that in particular cases the decision of a district administrative
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established and approved system of administration under comprehensive VwGH review
without any major changes."1'

However, when the VfGH finally ruled that in penal cases the restrictive competence
of the VwGH to decide legal issues on appeal did not satisfy the requirements of Article 6,
but that a tribunal instead ought to decide such cases - as definitively adjudicated in the
previously discussed Apothekerkammer decision of 14 October 198720 - the issue pre-
sented itself in quite new terms for the area of civil rights as well. In another decision
handed down the same day,21 the VfGH discussed this problem.

Taking the European Court of Human Rights' judgments in the Konig,H Sporrong
and Lonnroth?3 and Bent hem24 cases as a basis, the VfGH concluded that according to the
European Court of Human Rights' case law all decision-making powers of administrative
authorities had to be transferred to tribunals within the meaning of Article 6. The Court
noted, however, that this would compel Austria to restructure radically its legal structure
and took the view that Austria could neither have intended to accept such consequences
when it acceded to the ECHR nor have foreseen that the European Court of Human Rights
would develop such a broad interpretation of civil rights. In the view of the VfGH, the
European Court of Human Rights' extensive interpretation of the civil rights concept in
the Convention is a case of manifest judicial extension of law for which there may be
sound reasons, but which imposes obligations on states which they neither intended nor
agreed to accept.25 Some Austrian legal scholars even characterize the European Court of
Human Rights' decisions in this area as having "tendencies to turn into revolution."2**
The rulings are said to have "nothing to do with the application of law provided for in the
interpretation rules appropriate to the special nature of the law of international agree-
ments codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties."2?

Moreover, in its Miltner decision the VfGH raised the question of whether "the trans-
fer of constitutional law-making to an international organ would not constitute a total
revision of the Federal Constitution within the meaning of Article 44(3) of the Federal
Constitution Act which requires a plebiscite of the whole federal population." The VfGH
thus raised the possibility that the Austrian accession to the ECHR was unconstitutional,
a situation which could be rectified only through a plebiscite.

This question, which in fact is a major critique of the case law of the European Court
of Human Rights, is no doubt intended to remind the Court of the possible repercussions
of a future Strasbourg decision rejecting the solution developed by the VfGH, specifically
a twofold concept of civil rights: civil rights in the narrower and broader sense. Civil
rights in the narrower sense would be decisions on "rights and obligations of citizens

1 9 See the VfGH decision of 14 October 1987, B 267/86 = EuGRZ 1988, 166.
2 0 VfGH Slg 11506/1987.
2 1 VfGH Slg 11500/1987 Mdiner case.
2 2 Series A, 27, para. 85.
2 3 Serie A, 52, para. 56.
2 4 Series A, 97, para. 30.
" • The VfGH based itself in this connection on the separate opinion of the Austrian judge at the
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among themselves." According to the VfGH, such decisions, without exception, ought to
be taken by a tribunal. In contrast, for decisions affecting the private legal sphere only
in a broader sense - for example in the case at issue whereby an administrative body was
asked to judge an individual's objection to the issuance of a building permit granted to
his neighbour - review by a court, in other words review by the VwGH, would suffice. The
VfGH recently reiterated this twofold concept of civil rights in a case involving the ter-
mination of a permit to run a pharmacy;28 in that case, however, the inapplicability of
Article 6 was, according to the European Court of Human Rights' case law,™ beyond any
doubt.

In recent decisions the VfGH has found that the competence of administrative authori-
ties to decide on compensation for damages resulting from hunting,30 to determine the
amount of indemnity for expropriation31 and to decide on claims arising from agreements
between social insurance institutions and doctors32 violates Article 6. Statutory
provisions furnishing administrative authorities with the competence to adjudicate these
types of disputes have therefore been struck down on constitutional grounds. The VfGH
has thus indicated that in the "narrower field of civil rights" it is quite prepared to follow
the case law of the European Court of Human Rights.

The European Court's extensive interpretation of the civil rights concept embodied in
Article 6 has become a problem for many continental European countries and it may be
the case that the Austrian VfGH has over-dramatized the issue. But the VfGH's decisions
must be understood as arising from the national court's concern about its ability to rec-
oncile the European Court of Human Rights' interpretation of the ECHR with the domes-
tic legal system. The VfGH found itself coming up against a limit that it did not feel able,
in its self-perception as a court, to go beyond, and was thus forced to issue a warning.

The ECHR continues to be dependent on voluntary acceptance by member states. To-
day the ECHR is a living component of the Austrian Federal Constitution which has had a
significant impact on the Austrian legal system. For this very reason, the VfGH's warn-
ing ought not to be ignored in Strasbourg.
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